TO THE MEMBERS, FRIENDS, AND FAMILIES OF THE CLASS OF 2018:

Congratulations to the Class of 2018, which today joins a distinguished group of Stanford Law graduates whose history stretches back 125 years to 1893 when the fledgling Stanford University began its program in law.

It is my honor to uphold Stanford’s tradition of excellence, which began that year when the university started teaching law and recruited its first law professors. One was Benjamin Harrison, former president of the United States, whom Governor Stanford invited to deliver a landmark series of lectures on the Constitution. The other was Nathan Abbott, who would head the nascent law program. Dean Abbott assembled around him a small faculty, and he imparted a standard of rigor and excellence that endures to this day.

In 1895 the university conferred the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Law. The first graduate degree, a Master of Arts in Law, was introduced in 1901 and the equivalent of today’s professional Doctor of Jurisprudence (JD) degree was inaugurated as the Bachelor of Laws (LLB). Stanford Law School has since developed the degrees of Doctor of the Science of Law (JSD), Master of Legal Studies (MLS), Master of the Science of Law (JSM), Master of Laws (LLM), and 28 joint degrees.

Following Abbott’s departure in 1907, the deanship was held successively by Frederic Woodward (1908-1916), Charles Huston (1916-1922), and Marion Rice Kirkwood (1922-1945).

During Dean Kirkwood’s tenure, the law school saw the successful introduction of a moot court program, the institution of the Stanford Law Association (forerunner of today’s alumni law societies), and the first directory of Stanford Law alumni. Carl Spaeth became dean in 1946. Under his leadership, the school assumed its modern form, and the first volume of the Stanford Law Review was published.

During the deanship of Bayless Manning (1964-1971), Stanford expanded its role of national leadership in legal education and fundraising began for a distinct law school campus. Dean Thomas Ehrlich (1971-1976) successfully completed that campaign, overseeing the construction of Crown Quadrangle, a complex of buildings designed specifically for the study of law. The new buildings were dedicated by President Gerald Ford on September 26, 1975.


Under the leadership of its tenth dean, Paul Brest (1987-1999), the law school embarked
on a highly successful fundraising campaign to secure the future of the school with new faculty hiring and a re-engaged alumni community. A concerted effort was also made to recruit more women and minorities and today Stanford Law School’s faculty is one of the most diverse among its peer law schools. Dean Brest also strengthened the law and business curriculum and deepened the law school’s ties to the Graduate School of Business and Silicon Valley.

Dean Kathleen M. Sullivan (1999-2004) led a technologically sophisticated renovation of the law school complex and raised one of the largest individual gifts made to a U.S. law school to build the Munger Graduate Residence adjacent to the school. She also introduced a new LLM program and began efforts to reinvigorate clinical education at the law school.

Dean Larry Kramer (2004-2012) spearheaded significant educational reforms, including dramatically expanding joint degree opportunities, enlarging the clinical education program, and expanding initiatives to foster a public service ethos. Dean Kramer also led the move to bring the law school’s academic calendar in line with the rest of Stanford University, thereby enabling law students to take advantage of offerings in Stanford’s other top-rated graduate programs and departments.

Installed as the thirteenth dean in the fall of 2012, I have been privileged to join this distinguished community and build on its strengths. Stanford Law School will continue to innovate and evolve, but the basic mission has not changed since Abbott’s day—dedication to the highest standards of excellence in legal scholarship and to the training of lawyers equipped to serve their clients, lead our shared profession, and solve the problems of our nation and our world. I am proud to carry on that tradition.

M. Elizabeth Magill
RICHARD E. LANG PROFESSOR OF LAW AND DEAN
Courtney Cronin and Katherine Ann Takakjian  
3L CO-PRESIDENTS

Tomer Treger  
ADVANCED DEGREE PRESIDENT

Vincent Sheu  
3L TREASURER

Yixin Gong  
ADVANCED DEGREE TREASURER

Alexandria Gilbert and Katherine Ann Takakjian  
3L CORRESPONDENTS

Barbara Cabrera Abdulmassih Espir  
ADVANCED DEGREE CORRESPONDENT

2018 GRADUATION MARSHALS

William Jared Wahpepah Crum  
3L MARSHAL

Juan Antonio Oposa  
ADVANCED DEGREE MARSHAL

Ray Ming Li  
STANDARD BEARER

Jory Steele  
Associate Dean for Student Affairs  
SCHOOL MARSHAL
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MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 2018

DOCTOR OF THE SCIENCE OF LAW
Gilat Juli Bachar  
María José Cordero Salas  
Sarah Polcz  
Arm Tungrirun

MASTER OF THE SCIENCE OF LAW
Luis Bergolla Álvarez  
Juan David Camacho Santoyo  
Si-Yu Chen  
Vanessa De Mello Brito Arns  
Akansha Dubey  
Zhaoxin Jiang  
Yeghishe Kirakosyan  
Santiago Pardo Rodríguez  
Hai Jin Park  
Kriti Sharma  
Omar Patricio Vasquez Duque  
Qiaochu Zhu

MASTER OF LAWS (CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & PRACTICE)
Charles Qian Cheng  
Seongeun Grace Cho  
Yasuaki Daisai  
Barbara Cabrera Abdulmassih Espir  
Alina Gansen  
Xiangmei Han  
Gvantsa Karanadze  
Amp Kittayarak  
Bruna Piagentini Lawant  
Zhixin Liu  
Christian Luettolf  
Yuta Mizuno  
Kanchinadham Parvatheesam  
Christopher James Peponis  
Gunhan Pkdoken  
Patricia Posada  
 Astrid Monteiro de Carvalho Guimaraes De Lima Rocha  
Rodrigo Andres Velazquez Rosales  
Kevin Andrew Wulwik

MASTER OF LAWS (ENVIRONMENTAL LAW & POLICY)
Guillermo José Aldunate Fernandez  
Fabio Ardila  
Dae Hyuk Choi  
Yen-Ting Feng  
Mohit Khubchandani  
Camila Mariño Venegas  
Fiorella Monge  
Manuel Mureddu  
Heungsae Oh  
Juan Antonio Remulla Oposa  
Diego Pachas  
Felipe Ossa Parot  
Youdi Pan  
Manasvini Raj  
Antonio Gerardo Ríojas Parás  
Jan Tyls

MASTER OF LAWS (INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW, BUSINESS & POLICY)
Kadambari Chinoy  
Earl Joyce Rivera Dolera  
Catarina Dacosta Freitas  
Yotaro Haruta  
Hidehiko Hokoi  
Woocae Kim  
Sidhant Kumar  
Akawat Laowonsiri  
Haemin Lee  
Chieh Lo  
Michael Mahmoud  
Luis Alonso Navarro García  
Arturo Oropeza Casas  
Jingyi Pan  
Ru Xue Jamie Pang  
Marcia Cristina Derre Torres Fernandes  
Pulcherio  
Diego Ramos  
Daniel Schwarzl  
Tomer Treger

MASTER OF LAWS (LAW, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY)
Artur Appazov  
Thais Lina Aragao Onaga De Carvalho  
Kabir Darshan Singh Choudhary  
John Engelen  
Masao Fujino  
Yixin Gong  
Luis Martin Hinostroza Sobrevilla  
Jorge Gabriel Jiménez Barillas  
Sanghun (Andrew) Lee  
Rhyea Malik  
Maxine Aphra Minter  
Elias Muehlemann  
Anne Oksala  
Nora Oyarzabal Oyonarte  
Daniela Pardo  
Nicole Recchi Aun  
Desai Neha Reddy  
Xing Shao  
Rika Watanabe  
Wency Yu
DOCTOR OF JURISPRUDENCE

Faaris (Fares) Akremi *
Kristina Alekseyeva **
Lora Nicole Allan *
Javier Jose Alvarez-Oviedo
Shannon Galvin Aminrad *
Abhay P. Aneja
Omeed M. Anvar
Ashwin Aravind **
Joseph T. Aronsohn **
Nathan Lee Atkinson
Matthew Nolan Ball ***
Brian Christopher Baran *
Brittany Lee Benjamin *
Jonathan Edward Berry-Smith **
Chris Best
Stephanie Birndorf *
Rachel Boochever
Yvette Borja *
Sarah Helen Brim **
Nicole Elise Bronnimann **
Christina Marie Brow
Daniel Bulaevsky *
Victoria L. Cadiz
Elizabeth Cherise Callahan **
Sophia Antoinette Carrillo **
Bryan Casey **
Brian Andrew Castelloe ***
Daniel Chao
Hannah Marie Chartoff **
David Chen
Nicole Chen *
Michael J. Clegg
Peter M. Collins
Melissa Cornell ***
Courtney Cronin **
William Jared Wahipecah Crum
Effiong Kara Dampha
Kirsten Dedrickson *
Joseph John DeMott ***
Karen Lou Ding **
Andrea Donahue **
Gemma Cecelia Donofrio ***
Emily Michelle Doyle ***
Brenna Jeannine Field *
John Coffeen Fischer
Savannah Fletcher ***
Drew Flood ***
Aaron S. Forbath
Anna Gamble ***

Matthew Stephen Garcia
Matt A. Getz *
Alexandria Gilbert **
Sarah Gilmartin ***
Shelli Goldie Gimelstein
Benjamin Glower
Zachary R. Glubiak *
Juliana Marie Goldrosen *
Samuel B. Goldstein *
Lauren Beth Gorodetsky *
Eric Green
William Caleb Griscom
Angela Wu Guo
Benjamin Haas
Michael K. Halper **
Kathryn Pauline Harris
Anya Amalia Havliiak
George John Jordan Thomas Aquinas Hayward
John Thomas Hazinski *
Adam K. Hersh *
Elliot Warren Higgins **
Carolyn Hite ***
Ryan Hollander
Michael Hoosier *
Benjamin W. Horowitz
Nathaniel Arthur Hsieh **
Jolie Huang *
Leah Plaugher Hubinger ***
Heather M. Hughes
Megan Zielinski Huclce *
Janessa Marie Ingram
Lauren Nicole Jackson
David Kahan ***
Jessica Kapustiak
Brian T. Karalunas *
Katherine Kelsh **
Donna Kim **
Michael Komorowski *
Rami Koujah
Charlotte Elizabeth Krem
Benjamin Patrick Lee
Morgan E. Lewis **
Ray Li ***
Louis Liao
Tiffany J. Lieu ***
William Edmund Ashe Little **
Jeffrey Yuanlong Liu *
Mingshu Liu
Jacob Lundqvist
James Francis Mack
James Patrick Mahan
Lloyd Steven Marshall **
Dennis Martin
Samuel A. Martin *
Bryan Matthew McConnell *
Rebecca Mears ***
Kelsey Merrick ***
Haley Millner **
Jillian Nicole Katterhagen Mills
Erica Symone Miranda **
Katherine Marie Mladinich *
Nina Louise Monfredo **
Joseph Neill Montoya *
Allison Morse
Katherine Kaiser Moy
Paige Emily Muhrlestein
Miles Muller
Rachel Amma Neil *
Kevin C. Nguyen *
Ann Southworth Niehaus ***
Edward Scott Nimetz ***
Jordan Elizabeth Orosz
Michael Pangrac *
Robert Paris ***
Camille Elise Peeples ***
Francis Joseph Pensabene *
Juan Pablo Perez-Sangimino *
Sarah Catherine Perot
Christen Philips *
Julia Philips Roth
Samuel Pokros ***
John Lawrence Polansky
Adrienne Hunyi Pon **
David Popkin ***
Omar Ghazanfar Qureshi *
Tara Melody Rangchi ***
James Rathmell
Joseph Evans Reed
Daniel Asher Reichert
Jason D. Reinecke
Jean Elise Richmann
Daniel Rios
Clare Elisabeth Riva ***
Charles E. T. Roberts ***
Ryan Roberts
Elena Alejandra Rodriguez **
Nathaniel F. Rubin
Martin J. Salvucci
Samson Joseph Schatz ***
Dylan I. Scher

Nicole Rose Schilling **
Mike Schoenfel ***
Max August Schoening **
Shane Seppinini
Si Shen *
Yiren Shen
Vincent Sheu
Dennis Shirae
Brian Shire *
Brandy Silver-Korn
Alan-Michael Smith
Lillian Smith *
Kevin B. Soter ***
Maya Spitzer
Julia Sprangers
Meghna Sridhar ***
Rachel Rose Suhr **
Katherine Ann Takakjian *
Michael Everett Talent
Fiona Mahon Theobald
Shizuka Marie Tiernan
Tory Tilton **
Kelsey Turner Townsend ***
Sean Micheal Turner
Gregory Van Buiten ***
Cameron Cortez Vanderwall
Brianna Nicole Liang Velasco *
Adrian Alexander Vidaurre *
Collin J. Vierra **
Leonardo Villalobos
Gilbert Gordon Walton
Nathan Emanuel Werkman
Paige L. Whidbee
Carson Leigh White ***
Sophia Whiting ***
Abigail Xinyue Xu *
Alex Xue
Leah Deborah Yaffe **
Michael Yakima *
Jace R. Yarbrough
Jonathan York
Jessie June Yu
Mary Yiyue Zhao
Lane Blanche Zuraw ***

* Pro Bono Distinction (50+ hours)
** Pro Bono High Distinction (150+ hours)
*** Pro Bono Highest Distinction (300+ hours)
ADVANCED DEGREE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Barbara Esqui, Co-President
Jorge Gabriel Jimenez, Co-President
Gwen Karamazid, Co-President
Mohit Khubchandani, Co-President

AMERICAN CONSTITUTION SOCIETY
Sarah Mahmood, Co-President
Nathan Werksman, Co-President
Danny Yadron, General Programming Chairs
Helen Lawless, General Programming Chairs
Beth Braiterman, Policial Programming Chairs
Zach Krowitz, Policial Programming Chairs
Jacob Addinko, Academic Chairs
Natalie Peeleish, Academic Chairs
Dan Brenner, Judicial Chair
Aaron Bray, Judicial Chair
Pete Collins, Advisory Chair
Devon Gray, Membership Chair
Will Ory, Membership Chair

ASIAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDER LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Adrienne Liu, Co-President
Jasmine Miller, Co-President
David Huang, Co-Vice President
Audrey Kim, Co-Vice President
Binquan Zhuang, Treasurer
Donna Ni, Historian, Webmaster
Sakura Kato, Co-Chair Social Committee
Carina Tai, Co-Chair Social Committee
Viola Li, Social Committee
Catherine Yuh, Social Committee
Andra (Alexandra) Lim, Mentoring/Academic Chair
Ryan Chan, Mentoring/Academic Committee
Sunny Jeon, Mentoring/Academic Committee
Elyssa Pak, Mentoring/Academic Committee
Meghan Koushik, Admissions/Recruiting Chair
Gracie Chang, Admissions/Recruiting Chair
Vincent Sheu, Admissions/Recruiting Committee
Annie Shi, Admissions/Recruiting Committee
Nihal Shirzani, Community Development Chair
Sophia Cai, Community Development Committee
Monica (Junjie) He, Professional Development Co-Chair
Alyssa Zhang, Professional Development Co-Chair

BIOETHICS AND MEDICINE POLICY SOCIETY
Natalie Overyss, Co-President
Boyd Jackson, Co-President
Monica Zvolinski, Academic Chair
Erik Blumenkranz, External Affairs Chair
Nicole Weilind, Projects Chair

BLACK LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Savannah Haynes, Co-President
Lincoln Mitchell, Co-President
Biola Macaulay, Vice President
Leon Cain, Treasurer
Devon Gray, Communications Chair
Alyssa Wright, Academic Development Co-Chair
Brittany Riley, Academic Development Co-Chair
Shefali Hart-Armstrong, Community Development & Social Chair
Alyssa Dunn, Professional Development Chair
Camden McKee, Corporate Liaison
Makeha Ruhindwa, Community Action Chair
Hyaat Mustafa, Community Action Chair

CHINA LAW AND POLICY ASSOCIATION
Binquan Zhuang, Co-President
Catherine Yuh, Co-President
Monica He, Vice President
Alex Xue, Senior Advisor
Yostu Andy Pan, Vice President
Wenyu Yu, Chair of Academic Affairs
Charles Cheng, Chair of Academic Affairs

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Zach Watters, President
Adrienne Liu, Vice President
David Huang, Vice President
Emily Pehrsson, Vice President
Sunny Jeon, Vice President

CRIMINAL LAW SOCIETY
Sancho Accorsi, Co-President
Eugenie Iseman, Co-President
Amy Senia, Co-President
Emily Pehrsson, Academic Chair
Daphna Spivack, Community Development Co-Chair
Alex Treiger, Community Development Co-Chair
Matt Cofer, Mentorship Chair
Anjuli Branx, Programming Chair
David Oyer, Communications Chair
Yoni Pomerantz, Treasurer

DRAMA SOCIETY (MUSICAL)
Carson White, Co-Producer
Michael Halper, Co-Producer
William Boyd Jackson, Co-Producer
Jillian Katterhagen Mills, Co-Producer

ENTREPRENEURSHIP CLUB
Michael Abramson, Co-President
Ale Lyngberg, Co-President
David Hoyt, Co-President

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY
Donna Ni, Co-President
Autumn Bordin, Co-President
Ben DeGolia, Outreach Chair
Sarah Rowan, Community Chair
Nihal Shirzani, Community Chair

FEDERALIST SOCIETY
Jace Yarbrough, President
Martin Salavicz, Executive Vice President
Stephen Wu, Treasurer
Isaac Berhane, Co-Chairs of Membership & Alumni Outreach
Lloyd Marshall, Chair for Intellectual Life
Pranarak Benchalai, Co-Chairs of Events
Alex Ochoa, Co-Chair of Events

FIRST PERSON
Nick DeFries, Co-Coordinator
Ari Bakhani, Co-Coordinator
Zachary Bleckner, Co-Coordinator

INTERNATIONAL LAW SOCIETY
Naz El-Khatib, Co-President
Jessica Reese, Co-President
Sarah Craig, Events Chair
Erika Hoglund, Community Outreach
David Cornell, Institutional Development
Victoria Cedar, SL Board Member

INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Emily Hawley, Co-President
Tom Davidson, Co-President
Meghan Koushik, Policy Director
Sarah Mahmood, Policy Vice Director
Brynn O’Neal, Partnership Director
John Perez, Partnership Vice Directors
Savannah Haynes, Partnership Vice Directors
David Cornell, Senior Case Managers
Jimmy Ruck, Senior Case Managers
John Press, Senior Case Managers
Berin Sennett, Membership & Training Co-Chairs
Elyssa Pak, Membership & Training Co-Chairs
Elizabeth Callahan, Treasurer

J. REUBEN CLARK LAW SOCIETY
Jon Collier, President
Parker Miller, Vice President

J.D./MBA CLUB
Ben Lee, Co-President
Hilary Barlett, Co-President
Dennis Shiraev, Social Chair
James Rathmell, Professional Development Chair

JEWS LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Ari Hoffman, Co-President
Rebecca Pottash, Co-President
Alex Treiger, Treasurer

JEWISH LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
James Rathmell, Co-President
Dennis Shiraev, Social Chair
James Rathmell, Professional Development Chair

LAND RESOURCES SOCIETY
L. Audrey Pottash, Co-President
Kari L. Goff, Co-President
Kari L. Goff, Co-President
Ethan Goff, Co-President

turkce
Bob Underwood, 2L Representative
Jiya Binkham, IL Representative Section 1
Tyrik LaCruise, IL Representative Section 2
Andrew Longhi, IL Representative Section 3
Jacqueline Teichbaldi, IL Representative Section 4
Annelle Correvio, IL Representative Section 5
Quinn Walker, IL Representative Section 6
Deanna Raffe/Vaun, Transfer Representative
Taylor Williams, Transfer Representative
Barbara Espir, Advanced Degree Representative
Jorge Gabriel Jimenez, Advanced Degree Representative
Tewen Karamadre, Advanced Degree Representative
Mohit Khbubhandani, Advanced Degree Representative
Erica Miranda, VP of Academic Affairs Committee
Julia Greenberg, Academic Affairs Committee
Emily Hong, Academic Affairs Committee
Camille Peoples, Academic Affairs Committee
Rebecca Potash, Academic Affairs Committee
David Wayne, Academic Affairs Committee
Ashley Vazquez, VP of Alumni and External Relations Committee
Louis Liao, Alumni and External Relations Committee
Sarah Romow, VP of Community Development Committee
Thomas Butterfoss, Community Development Committee
Victoria Cádiz, Community Development Committee
Parker Cragg, Community Development Committee
Eddie Nugent, Community Development Committee
Natalie Peelish, Community Development Committee
Nihal Shiranth, Community Development Committee
Amie Shi, VP of Diversity and Inclusion Committee
Eares Akemi, Diversity and Inclusion Committee
Devon Gray, Diversity and Inclusion Committee
Jesus Roberto Medina, Diversity and Inclusion Committee
Victoria Muñoz, VP of Events Committee
Isabella Sayyah, Events Committee
Catherine Vhu, Events Committee
Autumn Boedner, Directors of Technology
Monica Zwoolinski, Directors of Technology
C.J. Harrington, Social Chair

STANFORD LAW DEMOCRATS
Mark Krass, Co-President
Sarah Mahnood, Co-President
Jacob Addelson, Co-President
Devon Gray, Co-President

STANFORD LAW FIRST GENERATION PROFESSIONALS
Cynthia Aracena, Co-Chair
Summer Azusena Wall, Co-Chair
Bin Zhuang, Treasurer
Sanamatha Gerlach, Professional Chair
Anthony Gutierrez, Community Chair
Shelby Hart Armstrong, Professional Chair
Jasmine Miller, Pi Beta Phi Chair
Katie Meladrich, Wisdom Chair

STANFORD LAW SCHOOL MOCK TRIAL TEAM
Sophia Carrillo, President

STANFORD LAW PRIVATE PRACTICE ASSOCIATION
Michelle Cho, President
Sarah Craig, Vice-President

STANFORD LAW VETERANS ORGANIZATION
Jimmy Ruck, Co-President
Andrew Jones, Co-President

STANFORD NATIONAL SECURITY AND THE LAW SOCIETY
Naz El-Khatib, Co-President
Jimmy Ruck, Co-President
David Hirt, Executive Board Member
Martin Salvucci, Executive Board Member
Zach Watterson, Executive Board Member

STANFORD PLAINTiffs’ LAWYERS
Zach Glubik, Co-Chair
Nathan Werksman, Co-Chair

STANFORD PRISONER ADVOCACY AND RESOURCES COALITION
Anjuli Branz, Co-President
John Bonacorsi, Co-President
Emma Schnidler, Executive Board Member
Alyssa Wright, Executive Board Member
Claire McDonald, Executive Board Member

STANFORD PROGRAM IN LAW AND SOCIETY
Diana Guzman, Co-President

STANFORD PUBLIC INTEREST LAW FOUNDATION
Karen Ding, Co-President
Camille Peoples, Co-President
Nick DeFeista, Vice-President of the Auction
Erika Hoglund, Vice-President of the Auction
Savannah Fletcher, Vice-President of Student Initiative
Emma Eastwood-Patricia, Vice-President of Student Initiative
Edward Nugent, Vice-President of Student Initiative
Makeba Rutahindurwa, Vice-President of Bar Grants
Zach Watterson, Vice-President Development
Karen Ding, Treasurer
Helen Lawless, Treasurer
Abby Walter, Secretary
Zach Watterson, Hotel Voucher Program
Edward Nugent, Auction Advisory Committee
Makeba Rutahindurwa, Auction Advisory Committee
Zach Watterson, Auction Advisory Committee

STANFORD REPUBLICANS
Camille Peoples, President
Jillian Katterhagen Mills, Vice President
Martin Salvucci, Events and Speaker Chair
Chuck Roberts, Finance Chair
Jace Yarbrough, Briartrust
Tom Gwinn, Briartrust
Greg Van Buiten, Briartrust

STANFORD TAX CLUB
Greggory Van Buiten, President
Daniel Cho, Treasurer

STREETLAW
Abby Walter, Co-President
Eugenie Iseman, Co-President

STUDENT ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND
Daniel Brenner, Co-President
Natalie Poeelish, Co-President

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN LEGAL ACADEMY
Ethan Herenstein, Co-President
Zachary Krowitz, Co-President

WOMEN IN POLICIES
Emily Hayes, Co-President
Lauren Grodetsky, Co-President
Katie Takakjian, Co-President
Rachel Green, Workshop Committee Co-Chair
Raphael Domingues, Workshop Committee Co-Chair
Melissa Cornell, Workshop Committee Co-Chair
Kathryn Harris, Network Committee Chair
Katie Guthrie, Speakers Committee Chair

WOMEN OF COLOR COLLECTIVE
Meghan Koushik, Co-President
Anjuli Branz, Co-President
Biola Macauley, Co-President
Sophia Cai, Co-President

WOMEN OF STANFORD LAW
Katherine Carey, Co-President
Meghan Koushik, Co-President
Ale Lynberg, Administrative/Finance Chair
Nicole Weilbord, Academic Co-Chair
Michelle Cho, Academic Co-Chair
Caroline Cohn, Mentorship Co-Chair
Julia Ichihara, Mentorship Committee Co-Chair
Stevie DeGreff, Alumni/Professional Development Chair
Julia Greenberg, Alumni/Professional Development Chair
Sarah Mahnood, Community Service Chair

YOUTH AND EDUCATION ADVOCATES OF STANFORD
Abby Walter, Co-President
Sancho Accorsi, Co-President
Jasmine Miller, External Relations Chair
Jonathan Berry-Smith, 3L Education Mentors
Sarah Brim, 3L Education Mentors
Carly Hite, 3L Education Mentors

OFFICERS OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 2017–2018 (continued)
OFFICERS OF STUDENT JOURNALS 2017–2018

STANFORD ENVIRONMENTAL LAW JOURNAL
Savannah Fletcher, Co-Editor-in-Chief
Miles Muller, Co-Editor-in-Chief
Aaron Forbath, President
Sarah Rowan, Managing Editor
Leo Villalobos, Submissions Editor
Caroline Schechinger, Submissions Team
Sarah Rowan, Submissions Team

STANFORD JOURNAL OF CIVIL RIGHTS AND CIVIL LIBERTIES
Melissa Cornell, Editor-in-Chief
Rachel Green, Executive Editor
Jordan Oronz, Executive Editor
Ben DeGolia, Managing Editor
Emma Schindler, Managing Editor
Daphna Spivack, Managing Editor
Parker Cragg, Articles Editor
Meghan Kouzhi, Articles Editor
Mark Krass, Articles Editor
Peter Vogel, Articles Editor
Lauren Border, Special Issues Editor
Caroline Cohn, Special Issues Editor
Nicole Welindt, Technical Managing Editor
David Huang, Technical Managing Editor
Hannah Matsunaga, Development Editor
Britany Riley, Development Editor

STANFORD JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
Elizabeth Callahan, Co-Editor-in-Chief
Nathaniel Heieh, Co-Editor-in-Chief
Janessa Ingram, Co-Editor-in-Chief
Michael Abrams, Managing Editor
Jessica Clarke, Managing Editor
Savannah Haynes, Submissions Co-Chair
Chuck Roberts, Submissions Co-Chair
Berin Senne, Submissions Co-Chairs
Hannah Coleman, Symposium Chair

STANFORD JOURNAL OF LAW, BUSINESS AND FINANCE
Leon Cain, Co-Editor-in-Chief and Executive Submissions Editor
Aysha Dunn, Co-Editor-in-Chief
Elizabeth Gomboczki, Managing Editor
Meddie Koehler, Managing Editor
Tyler Miller, Managing Editor

STANFORD LAW AND POLICY REVIEW
Ashwin Arranzino, Co-Editor-in-Chief
Paige Whitbread, Co-Editor-in-Chief
Brian Shiue, Executive Editor
Kyle B. Grigel, Managing Editor
Jane E. Kessner, Managing Editor
Elyssa Puk, Managing Editor
Rebecca K. Meers, Online Editor
Sophia A. Carrillo, Lead Articles Editor
Kathryn T. Brennan, Lead Symposium Editor
Rebecca N. Potash, Lead Notes Editor
Grace E. Chang, Development Editor
Eunice Kim, Development Editor

STANFORD LAW REVIEW
Dennis Martin, Editor-in-Chief
Katie Kelsh, Executive Editor
Rachel Neil, Executive Editor
Brian Baran, Managing Editor
Matt Getz, Managing Editor
Shannon Galvin, Online Managing Editor
Karen Ding, Senior Articles Editor
Hannah Chartoff, Senior Notes Editor
Tiffany Lai, Senior Development Editor
Michael Halper, Senior Finance Editor

STANFORD TECHNOLOGY LAW REVIEW
Abigail Xu, Editor-in-Chief
Stevie DeGroff, Executive Editor
Josh Walden, Executive Editor
Emma Eastwood-Patichio, Managing Editor
Elenor Anthony, Articles Committee Chair
Nicole Bronnmann, Articles Committee Chair
Binqian Zhuang, Articles Committee Chair
Sophia Cai, Online Editor
Audrey Kim, Symposium Director
Aysha Zhang, Symposium Director
Monica Zvolinske, Symposium Director
Marc Tessier-Lavigne, President of the University
Persis Drell, Provost of the University
M. Elizabeth Magill, Richard E. Lang Professor of Law and Dean

DEANS
Juliet M. Brodie, The Mills Professor of Law, Associate Dean for Clinical Education, and Director of the Mills Legal Clinic and of the Community Law Clinic
Frank F. Brucato, Senior Associate Dean for Administration and Chief Financial Officer
Diane T. Chin, Associate Dean for Public Service and Public Interest Law and Lecturer in Law
Robert M. Daines, Pritzker Professor of Law and Business and Associate Dean for Global Programs and Graduate Study
Faye Deal, Associate Dean for Admissions and Financial Aid
David Freeman Engstrom, Professor of Law, Bernard D. Bergreen Faculty Scholar, and Associate Dean for Strategic Planning
Nora Freeman Engstrom, Professor of Law, Deane F. Johnson Faculty Scholar, and Associate Dean for Curriculum
Julia Erwin-Weiner, Senior Associate Dean for External Relations
Susan Fleischmann, Special Assistant to the Dean and Chief of Staff
Deborah R. Hensler, Judge John W. Ford Professor of Dispute Resolution and Associate Dean for Graduate Studies
Sabrina Johnson, Associate Dean for Communications and Public Relations, and Chief Communications Officer
Mark G. Kelman, James C. Gaither Professor of Law and Vice Dean
Susan C. Robinson, Associate Dean for Career Services and Lecturer in Law
Jory Steele, Associate Dean for Student Affairs

EMERITI FACULTY
Janet Cooper Alexander, Frederick I. Richman Professor of Law, Emerita
Barbara Babcock, Judge John Crown Professor of Law, Emerita
Paul Brest, Professor of Law, Emeritus and Former Dean
Gerhard Casper, Professor of Law, Emeritus and President Emeritus of Stanford University
Joshua Cohen, Professor of Political Science, Philosophy, and Law, Emeritus
Richard Craswell, Professor of Law, Emeritus
Lance E. Dickson, Professor of Law, Emeritus and Former Director of the Robert Crown Law Library
Marc A. Franklin, Frederick I. Richman Professor of Law, Emeritus
Ronald J. Gilson, Charles J. Meyers Professor of Law and Business, Emeritus
William B. Gould IV, Charles A. Beardsley Professor of Law, Emeritus
Thomas C. Grey, Nelson Bowman Suenzter and Marie B. Suenzter Professor of Law, Emeritus
Thomas C. Heller, Lewis Talbot and Nadine Hearn Shelton Professor of International Legal Studies, Emeritus
William H. Simon, William W. and Gertrude H. Saunders Professor of Law, Emeritus
Michael S. Wald, Jackson Eli Reynolds Professor of Law, Emeritus

FACULTY
Gregory Ablavsky, Assistant Professor of Law
Michelle Wilde Anderson, Professor of Law and Robert E. Paradise Faculty Fellow for Excellence in Teaching and Research
Joseph Bankman, Ralph M. Parsons Professor of Law and Business
Ralph Richard Banks, Jackson Eli Reynolds Professor of Law
Rabia Belt, Assistant Professor of Law
Juliet M. Brodie, The Mills Professor of Law, Associate Dean for Clinical Education, and Director of the Mills Legal Clinic and of the Community Law Clinic
James Cavallaro, Professor of Law, Director of the International Human Rights and Conflict Resolution Clinic, and Director of the Human Rights Center
G. Marcus Cole, William F. Baxter-Visa International Professor of Law
Robert M. Daines, Pritzker Professor of Law and Business and Associate Dean for Global Programs and Graduate Study
Michele Landis Dauber, Frederick I. Richman Professor of Law and Professor by courtesy of Sociology
John J. Donohue III, C. Wendell and Edith M. Carlsmath Professor of Law
VISITING AND AFFILIATED FACULTY

Michael Asimow, Visiting Professor of Law
William Baude, Visiting Assistant Professor of Law
Binyamin Blum, Visiting Professor of Law
Ali Boehm, Affiliated Faculty
Svetlana Bryzgalova, Affiliated Faculty
Kate Bundorf, Affiliated Faculty
Mariano Florentino Cuéllar, Visiting Professor of Law
Jennifer Eberhardt, Professor by courtesy of Law
Siegfried Fina, Visiting Associate Professor of Law and Co-Director, Transatlantic Technology Law Forum
Michael Genesereth, Associate Professor by courtesy of Law
Laurie Simon Hodrick, Visiting Professor of Law
Efrat Kasznik, Affiliated Faculty
Joshua Kleinfeld, Visiting Associate Professor of Law
David F. Larcker, Professor by courtesy of Law
Michelle Lee, Visiting Professor of Law
Kenneth W. Mack, Visiting Professor of Law
Judith P. Miller, Visiting Assistant Clinical Professor of Law
Burt Neuborne, Visiting Professor of Law
Nicholas Ouellette, Affiliated Faculty
Rogelio Pérez-Perdomo, Visiting Professor of Law
Jedediah Purdy, Visiting Professor of Law
Zahr Said, Visiting Associate Professor of Law
Keith Weinstein, Assistant Professor by courtesy of Law
LECTURERS IN LAW

Adam Abelkop
Yonina Alexander
Fred Alvarez
Jason Bade
Nasrina Bargzie
Marilyn M. Bautista
Brian Blalock
Lauren Brady
Jeffrey Brown
Viola Canales
Lanhee Chen
Ronald Chen
Isaac Cheng
Diane T. Chin, Associate Dean for Public Service and Public Interest Law
Danny Cullenward
Gordon Davidson
Michael Dickstein
Cristina Dos Santos
Lisa Douglass
Jason Du Mont
Sarah Duranske
Richard Emerson
Micalael Esquivel
Randee G. Fenner
Natalie Fields
Jay Finkelstein
Tara Ford
David Forst
Simon Frankel
Laurence Franklin
Michelle Galloway
Albert Gidari
David Goldberg
Jonathan Greenberg
Margaret Hagan
Melidi-Jalalddin Hakimi
Timothy H. Hallahan
Adam Halpern
David J. Hayes
Luciana Herman
Todd Hinnen
Zeba Huq
David Johnson
Danielle Jones
Mugambi Jouet
Megan Karsh
Zachary D. Kaufman
Julie Matloff Kennedy
Sallie Kim
David Kleiman
Matthew Kline
Larry Kramer, Former Dean
Kenneth Kuwayti
Robin John Lee
Stuart Lipton
Goodwin Liu
Suzanne Luban
Grande Lum
Sonali Maitra
Anna Mance
Anna-Rose Mathieson
Diego Gil McCawley
Beth McLellan
Jeanne Merino, Director, Legal Research and Writing Program
Dinsha Mistree
Nader Mousavi
Debbie Mukamal, Director, Criminal Justice Center
Kimi Narita
William H. Neukom
Jessica Notini
Jef Pearlman
B. Howard Pearson
Lisa M. Pearson
Sara Peters
Brenna Powell
Kirupa Pushparaj
Stephan Ray
Mark Reinstra
Susan Robinson, Associate Dean for Career Services
David Rogers
Michael Romano
Betty Rowe
Tom Rubin
Richard Salgado
Matthew J. Sanders
Ticien Sassoubre
Alicia Seiger
Sarah Shirazyan
Geoffrey Sigalet
Rachelle Silverberg
Stephanie Smith
Ji Seon Song
Michelle Sonu
Lance Sorenson
Shanin Specter
Jennifer Stark
Sergio Stone
Kimberly Summe
Laura Tam
Dan Tan
Alicia Thesing
Valicia Trowbridge
John True
Adine Varah
Claret Vargas
Justin Weinstein-Tull
Lisa Weissman Ward
Yanbai Andrea Wang
morgan weiland
Spencer Williams
Bryan Wilson
Andrew Winden
Michael Winn
Joseph Yang
Alex Zhang
Stanford began offering a curriculum in legal studies 125 years ago in 1893. After undergoing rapid expansion, in 1900 the law department moved from its location in Encina Hall to the Inner Quad and for the first time offered a three-year professional law program. The law department also became one of 27 charter members of the Association of American Law Schools. During this time, the law department began to focus more on professional training than on undergraduate education. The transition from a department to a modern graduate law school was completed in 1924 when Stanford began requiring a bachelor’s degree for admission to its legal program.

The Great Depression and World War II seriously disrupted the work of the law school. Enrollment dropped sharply. The law school nonetheless adhered to its high academic standards, while recognizing that academic content would need to grow to reflect national developments. The faculty correctly predicted that government would play a greater role in the regulation of private affairs and so added administrative law, taxation, trade regulation, labor law, and related subjects to the curriculum during this period.

The late 1940s and 1950s brought a tidal wave of changes, including a relocation from the Inner Quad to the Outer Quad, publication of the first edition of the *Stanford Law Review*, the construction of a law school dormitory (Crothers Hall), the successful introduction of a new moot court program, the graduation of two future U.S. Supreme Court justices, and a commitment to maintaining selective enrollment and small class size. This last decision was perhaps the most important from the standpoint of the long-term success of the law school as it established a rigorous legal program and an intimate educational experience for a small, carefully chosen student body. In the 1970s, the law school again moved—this time to its current home in Crown Quadrangle. Speaking at the 1975 dedication ceremony for the new law campus, U.S. President Gerald Ford extolled Stanford’s foundation as a “solid triad of law, learning, and liberty.”

Building on this foundation, Stanford has consolidated its position as one of the nation’s top law schools. Recognizing the necessity of experiential learning, the law school has developed a state-of-the-art clinical program, offering students closely supervised, pedagogically driven opportunities to work with clients. The law school also now offers policy lab practicums where students work on a public policy problem, for a real client, under the supervision of a faculty member. The law school also has deepened its commitment to interdisciplinary education, working with graduate schools throughout the university to develop joint degree programs.

Moreover, through the generosity of friends and alumni, the law school has been able to implement physical expansions that such programmatic changes require. In 2009, law students welcomed the addition of new housing with the opening of the Munger Graduate Residence, the housing complex adjacent to the school, designed to facilitate interdisciplinary living and learning for law and other graduate students studying throughout campus. And in 2011, the 65,000-square-foot William H. Neukom Building was officially opened in a ceremony with U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder, at which he said, “The building we now dedicate is the embodiment of an idea—a vision of all that is, and can be, good in the legal profession.”

Much has changed at the law school since its founding in 1893. Originally, students were drawn mainly from California; today, they come from every region of the United States and around the world. Admission was not competitive in 1893; today, approximately 4,400 candidates typically vie for the 180 places in each entering class. In 1893, only a handful of courses were offered; today, students can choose from among hundreds of course offerings both at the law school and across the university. And today, Stanford Law School continues to offer a truly unique legal education that opens up a world of opportunity to its graduates.